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Blockchain Applications in the
Agri-Food Domain: The First Wave
Giorgio Alessandro Motta, Bedir Tekinerdogan and Ioannis N. Athanasiadis*
Wageningen University & Research, Wageningen, Netherlands

This study aims to investigate the application potential of blockchain technology in the
agri-food industry, by following a case study approach focused on the early adopter
companies. As the topic is emerging, there are not enough academic papers available to
warrant a systematic literature review. To confirm this hypothesis and to inform to better
understand guide this research, we first conducted a pre-literature review. Based on its
outcomes, we formulated three research questions, and developed a protocol to identify
case studies, and subsequently analyzed them to answer our questions. We identified
and studied six case studies, in which blockchain has been used to address issues
of trust and transparency, and to facilitate information sharing among agri-food chain
stakeholders. While blockchain adoption is still in its infancy, governance issues are
important, as broader partnerships are required for successful, sustainable applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, agri-food supply chains are structured, global and interconnected. Compliance data
and food documentation on safety, sustainability, provenance, and other attributes are typically
stored on paper or private databases, and can only be inspected by trusted third-party authorities
(Trienekens et al., 2012). This situation makes access to data to be costly, extended, subject to
fraud, corruption or error, causing threats of foodborne disease and/or financial losses (Beulens
et al., 2005; Aung and Chang, 2014). The industry in collaboration with government, independent
watchdogs, and consumer associations intervened to enable better transparency of information and
build trust among stakeholders in agri-food supply chains (Beulens et al., 2005; Boucher et al., 2017;
Brivio and Malinowska, 2017; Calatayud, 2017; Coleman, 2017; Kersten et al., 2017).
Despite the continuing trend of digitalization of the economy, agri-food is still one of the
less digitalized industries (Manyika et al., 2015). Blockchain technology could potentially affect
this situation in many ways, clustered in four directions: first, the food sector could benefit
from decentralized, self-executing, digital smart contracts to automate transaction processing and
certification among supply chain actors (Wright and De Filippi, 2015). Smart contracts may also
contribute toward automating the role of regulatory bodies and information exchange interactions
in the agri-food sector, however there are growing concerns about the quality of the reported
data, and the validity and consistency of smart contracts (Ge et al., 2017). Second, blockchain
may facilitate hardware and software integration, leading potentially to better system integration
and performance (Kim, 2017; Kim and Laskowski, 2018). Third, blockchain offers an immutable
record of chain transaction, accessible across (and sometimes beyond) chain peers (Louise Lemieux,
2015). Thus, it has been seen as an instrument for creating more trust among chain actors in the
sector (Buterin, 2015b; Zhao, 2017), thanks to the easier auditability of records. Fourth, blockchain
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technology could enhance the traceability and visibility of goods
within the supply chain, by tracking goods from the farm to
fork. For instance, as IBM claims (Lubowe and McDermott,
2016) “long before the wheat arrives on the factory floor,”
retailer managers could access the data and plan the inventory
or the production. Many companies in the agri-food sector,
such as Walmart, Alibaba, and JD.com have demonstrated
their interest in blockchain technology applications, mainly for
track-and-trace products (Parker, 2016; Zhao, 2017). Auchan
Retail and Carrefour Italia reported that have implemented
food tracking systems with blockchain (Auchan Retail, 2018;
Carrefour Italia, 2018).
This paper aims to systematically investigate the application
potential of blockchain technology to solve issues in the agri-food
industry by looki’ng into the early adopter companies. Section
“Background” briefly introduces the blockchain technology and
demonstrates its functionality. In Section “Research Method,”
we introduce the methodology we developed to conduct this
research, that involves a pre-literature review and investigating
a set of case studies. In Section “Blockchain Applications
Potentially Relevant for Agri-Food,” we present the pre-literature
review findings, and identify potential issues in the agri-food
industry that can be addressed using blockchain technology.
Section “Blockchain Approaches in the Agri-Food Domain”
presents the companies we used as case-studies, and their
approaches to implement blockchain technology in the agrifood industry. Section “Discussion,” provides a discussion about
the state of practice and the current open issues related to
blockchain use in the agri-food sector. Section “Conclusion”
concludes the paper.

Idelberger et al., 2016; Swan, 2016). A peer-to-peer network
is a connected network of users that exchange information by
being both a client and server (Yang and Yang, 2014). Blockchain
is a decentralized or distributed network that uses individual
nodes to store and distribute the information directly to each
connected peer (Lansiti and Lakhani, 2017). Distributed ledger
or shared ledger is an immutable, redundant, shared database
that records and duplicates data that are potentially spread
across different countries, users, institution, or sites (Mainelli
and Smith, 2015; Swanson, 2015; Walport, 2016). Consensus is
a governance process that uses a decentralized quorum structure
in which nodes/members develop and agree to a decision. In
the case of blockchains what is at stake is the true history
of information. Blockchains enable information systems to be
distributed, transparent, immutable, and democratic. These four
pillars of blockchain technology allowed it to rise in the past
years and it was introduced in a broad spectrum of industries,
from finance to supply chain (Lansiti and Lakhani, 2017). Some
examples of blockchain applications beyond cryptocurrencies
include deployments in the banking sector for inter-banking
payments (Guo and Liang, 2016; Tschorsch and Scheuermann,
2016), and in the real-estate domain for property ownership
(Huang and Carlsson, 2016).
There are several definitions in the literature about blockchain
technology, which have been reviewed by Seebacher and
Schüritz (2017). In the same work, Seebacher and Schüritz
(2017) identified that blockchain technology bears a variety of
characteristics that we summarized and interpreted in Table 1,
below. Blockchain characteristics revolve around two main ones:
evoking trust and its decentralized nature.

BACKGROUND

RESEARCH METHOD

Blockchain technology is a type of distributed ledger, that
has been used for deploying cryptocurrencies as Bitcoin.
The blockchain constructs chronological chains data in an
irreversible and immutable manner (Mainelli and Smith, 2015;
Swanson, 2015; Swan, 2016; Walport, 2016). Data are organized
in blocks, and to add a new block to the chain, nodes of the
blockchain need to reach consensus. A consensus is a system
that assures that all the users involved in the chain agree upon
a specific state of the system as its true state. All the blocks that
are confirmed and validated via the consensus mechanism are
linked together from the first to the last validated block, hence
the name blockchain (Christidis and Devetsikiotis, 2016; Croman
et al., 2016; Eyal et al., 2016; IBM, 2016; Cachin and Vukolić,
2017; Crouch, 2017).
Blockchain systems rely on several technologies and the
various deployments use different combinations of them.
Most commonly blockchain applications are associated with
smart contracts, peer-to-peer networks, distributed ledgers, and
consensus mechanisms (IBM, 2016; Jim Brill et al., 2016;
Palfreyman, 2016b). Smart contracts where originally created
by Szabo (1997), and can be considered as a set of rules agreed
between parties that are automatically enforced when some
conditions are met (Brown, 2015; Perugini and Dal Checco, 2015;

This study aims to investigate the application of blockchain
technology in the agri-food industry, by following a case study
approach focused on the early adopter companies. As the topic is
emerging, very few case studies have been reported in peer-review
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TABLE 1 | Blockchain characteristics used in this study.

2

Trust

Among the users/writers of the blockchain

Shared and Public

Interactions among user/writer are easily auditable from
a third party or the users/writers

Low Friction

There is no single intermediary who controls the
system. Users can interact directly.

Peer Verification

Verification of the transaction via consensus

Cryptography

Security of transaction and data

Immutability

Tamper-proof architecture of the blockchain protocol

Decentralization

Information on transactions is shared and stored
throughout the network

Pseudo-anonymity

Users/writers use pseudonyms in their participation in
the network

Redundancy

Data replicated among all/several peers of the
blockchain

Versatility

The users/writers participate in the development of the
system

Automation

The task can be easily automated via smart contract
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in detail. Afterward, it was compared with the others, via
three steps. First, we looked for common patterns between the
case studies by using the keywords found in the pre-literature
review. Secondly, an analysis of the case study was conducted
to understand the pattern found. Thirdly, a cross-case studies
analysis was conducted look for a standard pattern that could
be missed in the first two analysis. These three steps helped to
understand the differences and similarities of blockchain use to
tackle the problems of the agri-food industry. Lastly, a summary
of the findings was written explaining blockchain use for tackling
problems in the agri-food industry.
In summary, this research framework aims to investigate
the knowledge gap of the current application of blockchain
technology in the agri-food industry following a mixed
methods approach:

literature, to warrant a systematic literature review. To confirm
this hypothesis and to inform to better understand guide this
research, we first conducted a pre-literature review. Based on its
outcomes, we formulated three research questions, developed a
protocol to identify case studies, and subsequently analyzed them
to answer our questions.
First, a pre-literature review was conducted to identify the
problems in the agri-food sector by looking into studies available
in digital libraries, but also though other sources such as journals,
gray literature, white papers, conference papers, and company
research. This initial research was performed by following
the guidelines of Rowley and Slack (2004) for conducting a
literature review. We used the keywords blockchain agri-food,
block chain, blockchain technology, track and trace, transparency,
smart contract, provenance, distributed ledger, the consensus in
the blockchain, trust issue in agri-food, supply chain risk, agrifood collaboration, agri-food trust. A further selection of papers
was conducted using the recommendations of Rowley and Slack
(2004), so that the articles should (a) be up-to-date, (b) be
written by an authoritative author, (c) hold extensive source
is referencing, (d) be relevant to the research subject. From
the pre-literature review papers, we extracted the elements of
blockchain used in the agri-food industry and classified them
using the characteristics of Table 1. The findings of the preliterature study are detailed in Section “Blockchain Applications
Potentially Relevant for Agri-Food.”
Afterward, the following three research questions
were formulated:

(a) A pre-literature review to find the potential issues in the
agri-food industry that can be addressed using blockchain
technology (see section “Blockchain Applications
Potentially Relevant for Agri-Food”).
(b) Multiple comparison case studies to analyze the first
wave of blockchain applications in the agri-food domain,
reported in Section “Blockchain Approaches in the
Agri-Food Domain,” and identify the challenges that
have been addressed.
(c) A combination of case analysis and pre-literature review to
describe the current open issues of blockchain in the stateof-the-practice, summarized in Section “Discussion.”

RQ1. What are the potential issues in the agri-food industry that
could be addressed using blockchain technology?
RQ2. What are the possible blockchain approaches for solving
the identified problems in the agri-food domain?
RQ3. What are the currently open issues in the state-of-thepractice of blockchain use?

BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATIONS
POTENTIALLY RELEVANT FOR
AGRI-FOOD
Pre-literature Review Results
This chapter discusses the potential issues in the agri-food
industry that can be addressed using blockchain technology
by reporting on the pre-literature review findings, reported in
Figure 2. The initial query yielded 307 papers. We further
selected the primary studies that satisfy the criteria of Rowley
and Slack (2004), as shown in Figure 2. Among them, only seven
were related to blockchain applications potentially relevant for
the agri-food industry. These seven papers are discussed below.
The study of Hackius and Petersen (2017) summarizes
the key properties of blockchain technology (decentralization,
verifiability, and immutability) and analyses four use cases about
easing paperwork processing, identifying counterfeit products,
facilitating origin tracking, and operating in the Internet of
Things, in order to understand the possible benefits and
implications of blockchain technology adoption. They also report
an online survey targeting experts from the logistics and supply
chain management, in order to investigate expert knowledge of
the blockchain technology; the likelihood of adoption based on
the four use cases; and their opinion on who is going to benefit
from a blockchain implementation. They conclude that experts
see a beneficial implementation and likelihood of adoption of
blockchain, especially to ease paperwork processing and operate

A selection of the case studies was conducted using a multiple
cases studies comparison approaches and a snowball sampling
(Yin, 1994; De Vaus and de Vaus, 2001; Shakir, 2002). The
snowball sampling1 was initiated from the companies listed on
the portals of two major blockchain software providers and
media advocacy, namely Ethereum and the Linux Foundation
and Medium Corporation (Ethereum Foundation, 2018; Linux
Foundation, 2018a,b,c; Medium, 2018). To analyze the case
studies, we used an adaptation of Eisenhardt method by Maimbo
and Pervan (2005) to create a protocol of analysis. The protocol
outlines the procedures and rules to analyze the six case
studies (Figure 1).
Using the protocol rules, we first looked at how companies
claim to apply blockchain technology. Each company blockchain
applications were studied via their white paper and analyzed
1

Snowball sampling is a non-probability sampling technique where existing study
subjects recruit future subjects from among their acquaintances. Thus, the sample
group is said to grow like a rolling snowball. As the sample builds up, enough
data are gathered to be useful for research. This sampling technique is often used
in hidden populations, such as drug users or sex workers, which are difficult for
researchers to access. As sample members are not selected from a sampling frame,
snowball samples are subject to numerous biases.
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FIGURE 1 | Case study analysis guidelines.

FIGURE 2 | Pre-literature review filtering process and results.

In their conclusion, they underline that a blockchain for
supply chains should be a private one, previewing blockchain
implementations can be able to solve the current problems of
track-and-trace in supply chains with real-time information.
Kim and Laskowski (2018) point out that in the current
track-and-trace systems do not provide transparency on the
provenance of goods due to the international-spanning supply
chain. They analyze the combination of the Internet of Things
and blockchain technology through the contribution of the
TOVE ontology and Ethereum smart contract for a better
track-and-trace system. They underline the fundamental role of
ontologies in creating blockchain applications for supply chains;
as ontologies can lead to better data standards and business
practices. Their system focuses on the following blockchain
characteristics: automation (smart contract), redundancy

the Internet of Things, but they are reluctant to invest resources
and time into an application. Moreover, they identified signals
of a radical industry transformation as business process and
models change. Hackius and Petersen approached blockchain
technology by focusing on trust, low friction, automation, and
shared and public aspects.
English and Nezhadian (2017) studied the architectural
components of blockchain to design an effective supply chain
management system. They identify the common problem and
propose a solution, finding five principles to increase and
optimize the efficiency of the supply chain management system.
Their five principles mirror the blockchain characteristics of
Table 1, and they are: pseudo-anonymity, redundancy (data
replication), trust (distributed consensus), peer verification
(proof of work), and Shared and Public (provenance of data).
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provenance, automating process, enhancing the transparency
and the transmission of information (English and Nezhadian,
2017; Hackius and Petersen, 2017; Haswell and Storgaard, 2017;
Kim and Laskowski, 2018).

(inter-organizational recordkeeping), low friction (lightweight
financial systems), immutability (provenance tracking), shared
and public (shared database of ontologies).
Tian (2016) analyses the combination of RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification) and blockchain technologies
for product traceability in agri-food supply chains. The
system developed relies on RFID technology to gather data
and blockchain technology to share and publish authentic
information regarding the goods in the supply chain. This
system also covers food quality and safety standard, to facilitate
the control and the tracking of goods. Using Tian (2016)
words: this traceability system could realize the information
identification, inquiry, tracking, monitoring and tracing for the
whole supply chain, and it could also be a secure, transparent
and traceable platform for all the members in the agri-food
supply chain. The solution reported by Tian approaches uses
blockchain technology for its trust, cryptography, immutability,
and decentralization characteristics.
Kumar and Iyengar (2017) studied an application scenario in
the rice industry in India. In their study, they suggest a system
implementation using blockchain to enable full traceability to
combat food fraud. Their system aims to provide a complete
history of across all five phases of the rice supply chain
(production, procuring, processing, distributing, and retailing)
and automate it using smart contracts. Data immutability and
redundancy is expected to lower the system error and facilitate
traceability of rice provenance, thus building trust among the
actors of the supply chain. Authors claim, even if their system
was not implemented, that blockchain technology will ensure the
product safeness, increase the overall efficiency, and create better
traceability. Using the characteristics of Seebacher and Schüritz
(2017), their study looks into automation, trust, low friction,
immutability, and redundancy of blockchain.
Lucena et al. (2018) built and analyzed a blockchain system
application to track-and-trace grain quality for the Brazilian
grain exporters’ business network. They developed a public
permissioned blockchain using Hyperledeger Fabric. The supply
chain actor transactions are automated via smart contracts,
allowing the uniform application of common rules for shipping
agreements. Authors conclude that the potential implementation
of a blockchain system will help the grain supply chain reduce
the information sharing costs among the actors, however legal
obstacles may rise due to the newness of the technology. The
shared and public, peer verification, immutability, redundancy,
and cryptography are characteristics of the public permissioned
blockchain with Hyperledger Fabric that have been used. The
case study also focuses on trust, automation and low friction
characteristics of the blockchain.
It should be noted that the above works do not always
look specifically in the agri-food industry needs. Rather they
focus on certain aspects that could be potentially enhanced
in the food supply chain or the agri-food industry. This is
due to the innate characteristics of the agri-food industry,
where there are numerous actors, and their interactions are
complicated and extensive. The blockchain technology aim to
solve such problems by easing the paperwork process, helping
to identify counterfeit products, facilitate the tracking of the
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Pre-literature Review Summary
Table 2 summarizes the paper classification against the
blockchain characteristics of Table 1. There are two blockchain
characteristics present in all papers: trust and immutability.
Immutability is related to data storage of a blockchain
system. Instead, trust regards with the governance aspect of a
blockchain. These characteristics are followed by shared and
public, low friction, automation, and redundancy. None of the
papers identified employed blockchain to make advantage of
pseudonymity and versatility characteristics.

BLOCKCHAIN APPROACHES IN THE
AGRI-FOOD DOMAIN
This chapter discusses the case studies identified via snowball
sampling in the two main databases. Six companies were
selected, as they implemented a blockchain system in realworld case scenarios in the agri-food sector, i.e., they have
(self-)reportedly passed the “proof-of-concept” stage. These six
companies exhibit high diversity in their application areas and
the use of blockchain technology.

Tuna Tracking and Certification
(Provenance)
Provenance system aims to enhance the transparency of
information among the supply chain peers, by guaranteeing
that certification and standards are met by all the actors of the
supply chain. The system is composed of six modular programs:
registering, standards, production, manufacturing, tagging, and
user-facing. These six modular programs are independently
compiled but registered on the same blockchain, creating a coexistence environment within the same system. Blockchain is
used to record the transactions by storing the data in a public
and shared ledger allowing the chain to be auditable. Moreover,
it allows the activation of smart contracts that facilitate the
operation of the user within the chain also for monetary or
information exchange (Provenance, 2015, 2016).
Provenance, in collaboration with the NGO Humanity United
and International Pole and Line Foundation (IPNLF), conducted
a 6 months project in Indonesia, to track-and-trace yellowtail
tuna. The project aimed to use a mobile application together
with blockchain technology and smart tagging to track-andtrace the origin and the authenticity of the social sustainability
certification. The goal was to create a solid proof of compliance
via a solution applicable throughout the supply chain. This
would allow to prevent certification double-spending, and test
the technology also from the consumer point of view. The
whole system implemented data interoperability to track-andtrace items and certification in a secure, continuous, accessible
system (Provenance, 2016). For tracking smart tags across the
supply chain a point of sale (POS) was introduced. To register
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TABLE 2 | Article classification against blockchain characteristics.
Article

Blockchain characteristics
Trust

Shared
and Public

Hackius
and
Petersen,
2017

X

X

English and
Nezhadian,
2017

X

X

Kim and
Laskowski,
2018

X

Low
Peer
Cryptography Immutability Decentralization Pseudonym Redundancy Versatility Automation
Friction Verification
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tian, 2016

X

Kumar and
Iyengar,
2017

X

Lucena
et al., 2018

X

X

X

X

X

X

Total

5

4

4

2

3

5

X

X

1

0

4

0

4

spot all the types of contamination. A traceability management
system, called GestOlive, aims to address such problems by
collecting information, entered manually by the producer. The
system does not follow the product after it lefts the mill.
The alpha version of Ambrosus uses a ‘hardware-in-place’
approach to analyze methods of phenolic compounds,α-tocopherol
and oleic acid already exist (Ambrosus, 2017b). Also, RFID
tags are used to uniquely identify the product items. The
unique identifier are associated with process and transportation
information, stored in a blockchain. Consumers can access
information stored in the blockchain via QR codes.
Ambrosus architecture is based on Amber, a token that follows
food products alongside supply chains, recording and handling
sensor data through the combination of an Ethereum smart
contract and blockchain solutions. The system enables quality
assurance across the supply chain, by allowing a complete and
rapid digital transformation of the chosen quality parameter
into digital content on the Ethereum blockchain. The system
is integrated with a detection system sensor that generates the
certificates. The sensor is implemented via smart packaging or
assembled with an RFID tag, or bio-tracers inside the packaging
(Ambrosus, 2017a). These certificates are then stored on the
blockchain (Ambrosus, 2017a,c; Versetti and Meyer, 2017).

the fish, the fishermen needed to send an SMS, with this SMS a
new asset is created in the chain with a permanent and unique
ID. The unique ID is physically attached to the fish caught using a
QR Code, RFID tag, or other technologies. Afterward, the digital
asset moves to the supplier along with the catch, and a digital
transaction is registered on the blockchain. The identity of the
fishermen is saved as well. Tracking and tracing can be verified
by exploring the blockchain with public software libraries.
In this case, blockchain was used for sharing information
across all stakeholders of the chain, including fishermen,
factories, certifier, and consumers. Blockchain was used both
for the identification of both physical goods and validating
certification. System integration with existing large-scale
enterprise resource planning (ERP) was one of the challenges,
as most of them do not follow the product throughout the
whole supply chain. The unique ID in the form of an address
on the blockchain was registered at the beginning of the chain,
and propagated across the chain, allowing for matching data
across data silos. Having data stored on the blockchain, also
enabled it to operate as backend layer on the top of the existing
ERP systems, and was used as an audit tool. The backend
functionality of the blockchain allowed data to be shared
and collected from the first mile with an end-to-end record
system. Also using smart sticker and smart packing, the end
consumer can use their smartphones to track the provenance of
their tuna.

Celeia Dairy (OriginTrail)
The company OriginTrail introduced the concept of traceability
in the supply chain using blockchain for storing supply chain
data. This system runs on a token economy, the trace token
system. It tokenizes data exchange and the supply chain
processing functionalities. The project uses Ethereum to ensure
the proof of concept and the initial set-up. The company system
works around two principles:

Olive Oil Tracking (Ambrosus)
This case study considers the application of Ambrosus in the olive
oil industry in France. The stakeholders of this supply chain are
the olive farmer, the first processor at the olive mill, the packaging
at the factory, the supplier, and the retailer. The first step of the
process is when the farmer transports the olives to the olive mill,
and this is also when counterfeiting may occur. Adulteration can
be more difficult to detect, and there is no unique method to
Frontiers in Blockchain | www.frontiersin.org
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(a) Seamless and automatic data connection and
interoperability between IT systems of different
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The regulatory environment of the dairy industry already
pushes the company to have a state of the art of the traceability
system. The dairy sector mainly focuses on the origin of the
milk, and the IT and ERP system is configured for tracing
static data. OriginTrail transformed the current IT system
to provide the origin of the products and its ingredient to
the final user. They have separated the production and data
keeping processes, in order to create a complete tracking system.
Moreover, they used the packing to gather data, via the EAN
code on the packaging. Also, to gather data, they look for
the correct proxies to obtain the same type of information
that is shared all over the supply chain. They look into the
IT/ERP systems for the truck routes, they manually insert
data regarding milk farmers, and the rest of information was
accessed by the marketing department. Afterward, OriginTrail
started to optimize the system for dynamic data. The dynamic
data were about the routes and farm included in the dairy
production in a specific time frame. The data were input
in an XML form. Static data, like name, description, photo,
nutritional values of products etc., were also included in the
OrginTrail system.
Data are collected via a web interface data. For every incoming
sourcing file a hash was created and stored on the Ethereum.
Data are still stored centrally, as for this use case a decentralized
solution for data storage was inefficient and non-cost effective.

reputation/scoring system. All the data gathered via the token
system will be stored in a public ledger (TE-FOOD, 2017).
The first TE-FOOD implementation was done in Ho Chi
Minh City to track-and-trace pork meat. The implementation
was carried out via a mobile app taking into account all
the actors of the supply chain (farms, agents, slaughterhouses,
wholesalers, food producers, markets and retailers, veterinaries,
and authority). The animal was identified by a unique ID and
QR-code that was stored on the blockchain via the mobile
app. Another unique ID and QR-Code was given to the truck
transporting the pig after been bought by the agents, and checked
by the veterinary. At the slaughterhouse, the QR-code and ID
are checked via the app for the authenticity of its provenance.
After the meat have been slaughtered, a unique ID and QRcode is given by the veterinary who assessed the quality of the
pig. The truck that transports processed pork meat also has
a unique ID and QR code. The wholesaler may scan the ID
via QR-code to access the meat provencance and verify this
quality. At the market, retailers attach a new QR-code with
a color style barcode to the packaging. Finally, the consumer
can scan it to know the provenance and the name, address
and all the others relevant information of all the actors of
the supply chain that have had any interaction with her meat.
Thanks to the unique IDs the authority could any moment check
the provenance and quality of the pig or the processed meat
(TE-Food and LAUREL, 2017).
The system was rolled out in the beginning of 2017, and
more than 6000 companies have been trained to use it in
South Vietnam. From September 2017 the system has been
expended to tracking eggs and chicken, and TE-FOOD reported
that 250,000 chicken and 2 million eggs are tracked every day
(TE-Food and LAUREL, 2017).

Pork Meat Traceability (TE-FOOD)

FoodCoin

TE-FOOD aims to enhance food traceability in emerging
markets. The TE-FOOD system has three layers: a blockchain
layer, an off-chain data layer, and a client application layer. The
blockchain layer is divided into three subsystems: a market area
for exchange called TFOOD market, a management system for
the unique ID, and traceability and food quality ledger. The offchain data layer is composed by the alerts and reporting by
actors in the supply chain. The client application layer supports
both TE-FOOD and third-party apps. The system includes
both hardware and software components. For the hardware, it
provides identification tools such as plastic security seals (1D/2D
barcodes), label stickers (2D barcodes), RFID tags, printed paper
bags (2D barcodes), and TE-FOOD scale labels (2D barcodes).
For the software part, TE-FOOD provides a web solution for all
the actors in the supply chain.
Regarding the blockchain technology, TE-FOOD provides
immutable and public shared data system for the supply chain
actors via a token system. The utility of the token is multiple.
First, it is used as payment for transactions. Secondly, it is used as
a value system for exchanging information between companies.
Thirdly, the consumer will be rewarded to use the app to read
QR, and she can spend tokens to order food analysis. Also,
token holders can rate suppliers in the blockchain, to create a

FoodCoin system is an Ethereum-based blockchain system
designed to create a global market of food and agricultural
products on the platform 1000 EcoFarm. This market is open
to all actors of the agri-food supply chain from the producers
to the consumers. The system works with a token system, called
FoodCoin, to buy and sell goods on the 1000 EcoFarm platform.
The system employs blockchain to ensure the validity of the
reported transactions has seven technical elements (Foodcoind,
2017): a database implemented as a distributed ledger; its own
cryptocurrency, called FoodCoin; a multi-functional cryptowallet, called the Wallok; its own payment system, called DiPay;
a remote user verification; a system for smart contracts, and a
product authentication system, called the Product Origin ID.
A producer or farmer can sell their products, and the
corresponding transactions are implemented via smart contracts,
which are checked at every stage of the supply chain by its actors
(farmer, logistic company, customer broker, consumer, bank, and
insurance company). A bank can be used as a third party to verify
the transactions and convert the coin into fiat currency.
The 1000 Ecofarm is a business to business and B2C online
food market for natural food that accepts payments with
cryptocurrency, the Food coin. FoodCoin is the main source of
exchange between the users of the platform. The number of coins

stakeholders in multi-organization supply chains, with
consensus mechanisms for ensuring the integrity of data;
(b) a decentralized public solution for performance, cost and
scalability issues by providing a tailored decentralized
system for supply chain data based on the blockchain
(Rakic et al., 2017).
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and FoodCoin employed tokens for their case studies. The
difference between them is that TE-FOOD uses the token both
as utility and asset. All the companies, except FoodCoin, offer
a software implementation. Provenance, Ambrosus, TE-FOOD,
and EzLab combine their software with some kind of hardware
implementation to enhance the capability of the software
implementation to collect data, typically using RFID or QR codes.
We also placed the case studies against the blockchain
characteristics of Table 1, and report our classification in
Table 4. Three blockchain characteristics were relevant in
all case studies, namely Cryptography, Immutability and
Redundancy. These three parameters are followed by Shared
and Public and Decentralization. No information was available
regarding the Peer Verification via the consensus algorithm and
psedonymity (Table 4).

is mathematically limited, and its exchange with fiat currencies is
a deflationary model due to its limited market cap.

Wine Blockchain (EzLab)
Wine Blockchain is a project of EzLab that uses blockchain
technology to enhance the traceability and the authenticity of
wine. The project aims to fight adulteration and forgery of
Italian wines via a QR code on the bottle. The QR code allows
the final user to verify the authenticity of the products and
their certifications, using an app. The data collected at the
first mile comes from hardware and software, and they are
stored both on a blockchain and the AgriOpenData platform
to certify product and automate the supply chain. All the data
stored on the blockchain and the AgriOpenData platform are
published using a tool that allows producers to format and
control access level to their data. The final consumer can
access this information via the QR code. Finally, all data flow
into a blockchain to ensure immutability, certified by a single
AgriOpenData node.
Wine Blockchain wants to build transparency and trust among
the producer and the final consumer by showing the provenance
of the wine thanks to the scanning of a QR code via a mobile app.
Two wineries have implemented this special QR code for their
wine bottles. The QR code on the bottle allows the final consumer
to learn about the production process of the wine. Every process
is registered on the blockchain by a sequential ID. At the first
mile a unique ID is given, such as 23456a, then during the
process and production the unique ID is extended, for example,
during the production the code become 23456a-1, and after it has
been bottled, it is 23456a-1/b. The information stored about the
product concern its geographical context, the cultivation process,
the winemaking process, and distribution and sale (Chase, 2017;
EZ Lab, 2017, 2018a,b; Smart AgriFood, 2018).

DISCUSSION
By comparing our findings in Sections “Blockchain Applications
Potentially Relevant for Agri-Food” and “Blockchain Approaches
in the Agri-Food Domain,” we identified commonalities and
discrepancies on the blockchain characteristics, illustrated
in Figure 3. Note that we had six papers included in the
pre-literature review, and investigated six case studies.
Immutability, trust and redundancy are the most used
characteristics both in academic reports and industrial case
studies. All case studies associated blockchain with immutability,
cryptography and redundancy. Shared and public and trust
are characteristics that all also shared between academic and
case study reports. No case study or academic report seemed to
employ blockchain for pseudonyms.
Trust in blockchain technology assures the parties involved in
a transaction that the agreement condition and their outcomes
cannot be changed. If the condition changed or compromised,
the transaction would not take place. From a socio-technical
system perspective, trust may help to solve issues related to
the lack of trust and reputation or unwillingness to share
information among trade partners in every industry (Buterin,
2015b; Louise Lemieux, 2015). The trust is also built thanks to
other characteristics of the blockchain, such as Shared and Public,
Peer Verification, Cryptography, Immutability and Redundancy.
Immutability, Cryptography and Redundancy assure that every
transaction is immutable. They also assure that the true state

Case Study Summary
We summarized the case studies across three dimensions. The
first is concerned with the use of blockchain frameworks, the
second with the utilization of tokens, and the third with the
implementation realization. Table 3 summarizes our findings.
Most case studies use Ethereum to run their blockchain
implementation; only Provenance used Hyperledger for their
Ethereum Virtual Machine. Moreover, it was not clear which
blockchain framework TE-FOOD used. Ambrosus, TE-FOOD

TABLE 3 | Company technical implementation.
Case study (Company)

Framework

Token

Ethereum

Hyperledger

Tuna tracking and certification (Provenance)

X

X

Olive oil tracking (Ambrosus)

X

Celeia dairy (OriginTrail)

X
X

FoodCoin

X

Wine provenance (EzLab)

X

Total

5

Asset

Software

Hardware

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pork meat traceability (TE-FOOD)
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Implementation

X

X

X

X

X

5

4

X
1

8

1
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TABLE 4 | Company classification by the blockchain characteristics.
Case
study
(Company)

Blockchain characteristics

Trust

Shared
Low
Peer
Cryptography Immutability Decentralization Pseudonym Redundancy Versatility Automation
and Public Friction Verification

Tuna
tracking
and
certification
(Provenance)

X

X

Olive oil
tracking
(Ambrosus)

X

X

Celeia dairy
(OriginTrail)

X

Pork meat
traceability
(TE-FOOD)

X

FoodCoin

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Wine
provenance
(EzLab)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Total

5

5

6

6

5

2

0

of the blockchain and the app or web interface connected are
protected by failures, adversarial conditions, or malicious attacks
(Mattila, 2016; Baliga, 2017; Cachin and Vukolić, 2017; Dannen,
2017). The Peer Verification guarantees that every change to the
chain should be approved via a consensus algorithm (Swanson,
2015; Baliga, 2017; Cachin and Vukolić, 2017). The Shared and
Public parameter allows all the writers/user involved in the
blockchain to audit it (Szabo, 1997; Buterin, 2015a; Jim Brill et al.,
2016; Ølnes, 2016).

6

X

X

4

4

Task automation is also significant, especially as it allows
to reduce the transaction costs of the among the actors of
the agri-food industry. Automation in the blockchain may
be implemented via smart contracts, which are an automatic
and self-enforcing contract activated on previously agreed
condition. This type of automation minimizes the need for
trusted intermediaries, such as banks or notary service (Szabo,
1997; Christidis and Devetsikiotis, 2016; Walport, 2016). The
automation via smart contracts can help the agri-food industry to
facilitate the bank to bank transfer (Swanson, 2015), supply chain
tracking (Ruiz-Garcia et al., 2010; Parker, 2016; Provenance,
2016; Lucena et al., 2018), and to reduce paper trail (Palfreyman,
2016a; Zhao, 2017). This benefit of the blockchain is also
confirmed by the industry survey of Weldon et al. (2017), where
automation of process is the second perceived benefit, with 43%.
We also noticed in our case studies that the use of some hardware
device or tangible identifier in the form of QR code was often used
for improving automation.
Two of blockchain characteristics, namely Trust and
Immutability, can be directly related with two open
issues of the agri-food supply chain, respectively trust and
transparency/visibility of information. Task automation can be
considered that contributes to both building trust and improving
the visibility of information.
Trust in agri-food supply chains has a historical foundation.
Mistrust between the peers, fear of sharing valuable information
to competitors is hindering information sharing. Even if
information is shared, the truthfulness of the information is
sometimes questioned by the receiver (Matopoulos et al., 2007;
Lubowe and McDermott, 2016; Calatayud, 2017; Chopra and
Meindl, 2018). Susanty et al. (2017) underline that trust is the
foundation to create loyalty among peers of the supply chain.

FIGURE 3 | Comparison of blockchain characteristic from literature and case
study research.
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such systems. In the contrary, initiatives led by governments,
bigger corporations, or international organizations, as in the
cases of tuna tracking (commissioned by IPNLF) or pork
meat traceability (supported by the Ho Chi Minh City)
seem to be more sustainable. Thus, bigger partnerships that
involve more players across the chain seem to be required for
blockchain developments.
At the same time, blockchain technology is often considered
not to be mature, as it still lacks consistent technical terminology,
proven scalability, interoperability, secure privacy and data
governance. Thus, solving issues of trust and transparency should
not be only considered technical challenges, but also to take into
account the broader socio-technical context, including legislation
and rules, food security and safety, the economic and social
aspect, and the possible technological threats. Also, performance
should extend and enhance the already solved problem by
existing/current systems.
Interesting directions for future research include studies about
possible integration between the existing system in the agri-food
system, multiple blockchain application and their integration,
acceptance by the stakeholders, standardization of terminology
and vocabulary, usage over time, performance, and governance
of blockchain technology in the agri-food industry.

Trust may have also significant impact on the performance and
success of the supply chain (Kwon and Suh, 2004). Laureano
Paiva et al. (2014) argue that a high trust can be beneficial for
the sector performance, and this is especially true for the agrifood sector (Tregurtha and Vink, 1999; Hualda et al., 2005; Batt,
2006; Schulze et al., 2006). As mentioned by Prajogo and Olhager
(2012); Lubowe and McDermott (2016) and others, the supply
chain is a trustless environment where asymmetry of information
and partial disclosure of them are the habits. A blockchain system
will help the supply chain to be more open and transparent
(Tian, 2016).
Transparency or visibility of information in the agri-food
supply chain is hard to achieve as many actors retain the
information to achieve competitive advantage. Full transparency
of information could help to better forecast and improve the
performance of the agri-food industry (Yu et al., 2001; Zhou and
Benton, 2007). Full disclosure and sharing of information may
also help the stakeholders to understand the agri-food supply
chain needs and mitigate some of its risks (Doorey, 2011; Mol,
2015). Enhanced visibility of information is the goal of the
every supply chain system to achieve stability and minimize
risks (Fawcett et al., 2007). Moreover, various studies have
shown the advantage of sharing information and information
connectivity within the supply chain (Yu et al., 2001; Buhr, 2003;
Sanders, 2011).

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study was able to elicit new knowledge to accelerate the
digital modernization of the agri-food industry, due to the
information gathered by the case studies and literature. The study
framework gathered possible parameters to evaluate the status of
blockchain technology application in the agri-food industry. The
parameters chosen are general enabling the study to replace other
components to better suit the application of the framework in a
different context.
Nevertheless, there certain limitations when analyzing the
literature and the case study. As mentioned in the pre-literature
review, there are very few academic studies that focus on
blockchain implementation in the agri-food industry. Most
sources are non-academic, some of which are in a continuous
update or partially complete. The same holds also for the case
studies that we analyzed based on the information collected from
white papers and corporate websites. This limits the applicability
of the research, as it depends on the focus of the study considers.
There might be many other relevant studies on the topic but
where not included as still not published or considered not
relevant. However, the study has pointed out the issue of the
agri-food industry as reflected by the case studies and literature
that address it. Also, our findings depend on publicly available
information sources, that are not always up-to-date, complete or
reflect that actual status of development. For example, the open
code repositories of some of the case studies were rather thin, but
this cannot be considered an indication of the project quality.
Another limitation is related to the applications focus. This
work is limited to what we identified as a first wave of
applications, which certainly is not representative of the potential
applications. We anticipate that blockchain technology may

CONCLUSION
The objective of this research was to investigate the early
application of blockchain technology in the agri-food industry,
by following a case study approach focused on the early-adopter
companies. From the pre-literature review were found two
characteristics that are historical and recurrent in the agri-food
industry, trust and transparency. The two major blockchain
characteristics identified in the pre-literature study and the case
study in the agri-food industry have been identifying as Trust
and Automation. These two characteristics mirror the two issues
identified in the agri-food supply chain. Both the literature and
the case study research identified the importance of trust and
transparency, as they may enhance and facilitate the collaboration
and lower the risk among the supply chain stakeholders.
In general, the implementation of a technological system
should be useful in the way to communicate information to
all the stakeholder in the agri-food supply chain. Blockchain
technology due to its technical and governance characteristics
seems suitable system to this end, as shown by the case studies
analyzed. Implementing a system that can enhance both trust and
transparency could be highly beneficial and, if the entire supply
chain is covered, could lead to more benefits at a chain level.
Developing and implementing such system is not easy for a
small food company, as discussed in the case of OriginTrail and
EzLab. In both the case of small dairy farmers and winemakers,
the existing implemented paper-based system seems to be already
enough and there is no need to introduce a sophisticated
system with advanced sensors and blockchain. Moreover, small
farmers lack the resources to support the implementation of
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have a very broad impact on agri-food domain, as for example
with applications in agri-food trade and transaction and agrifood insurance.
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